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No. I

I. Rotating, Skewing, Scaling Images
 1. Prepare all images in Photoshop for final output
    Both InDesign and Illustrator have the tools to rotate, skew and scale images, 

however, neither InDesign nor Illustrator are image editing programs.

   When InDesign or Illustrator calculate image adjustments, like scaling or 
rotating, they take longer to do so than if these calculations had been made 
by Photoshop. Why is this important? The file will take longer to print.

 2.  Rotating, Skewing, Scaling Images for sketching purposes is okay. 
    You may rotate or scale images in InDesign while sketching, but once you’ve 

finalized the design, use the edit button in the InDesign Links palette to 
open images in Photoshop. Resize or rotate in Photoshop, then update or 
relink the images in InDesign.
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II. Spot Colors
 1. Spot colors are consistently the same from print job to print job
   CMYK color combinations can shift from print job to print job. 

Therefore the colors for corporate logos are most often specified as spot  
colors. In the US, spot colors are usually specified using the Pantone 
Matching System or PMS. 

 2. Spot colors prevent potential misregistration of small type
    Specifying small text or rule lines as CMYK will most likely result in misreg-

istered printing. Aligning all four colors precisely for thousands of sheets of 
paper is difficult. Instead, make small text either 100% black or a spot color.

Apple six color rainbow logo 1976–1998. Each of 
these was a spot color. Not a good design deci-
sion. Every time the logo was printed, it required 
an expensive six color print job. 

The UH logo uses Pantone 186. PMS 877, silver, is 
the second color in the brand color palette.

Small text or text reversed out of a color is best done with a 
spot color to avoid misregistration.
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A. Why Use Black Ink?
 1. Why is black ink used in four-color printing?
   In the RGB color model, equal parts red, green and blue will create either 

white, neutral gray or black, depending on the equal percentages of each 
color mixed. 

   Cyan, magenta, and yellow do not create a neutral color. Instead equal parts 
of these colors make brown. That is why black is added to the mix.

90% red, green, blue 60% red, green, blue 20% red, green, blue

90% cyan, mag, yellow 60% cyan, mag, yellow 20% cyan, mag, yellow

RGB - equal parts results in gray

CMYK - equal parts results in brown
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A. Rich Black
 1.  Process colors are transparent
    100% black will not provide opaque cover for colors printed beneath it. Why? 

Process colors are transparent. In order to completely cover other colors, mix 
colors to create a rich black.

B. How to Mix a Rich Black
   There are many possible rich black combinations. No matter which one you 

choose, it should include 100% black and at least one or more process colors.

  100% black + 50% magenta = warm black

  100% black + 50% cyan = cool black

   100% black + 60% cyan + 40% magenta + 40% yellow = more neutral  
rich black

C. Will Registration an Issue with Rich Black?
  Before using a rich black, ask yourself if small type or rule lines will have to 

register through it. If so, use only 100% black. Don’t use a rich black for  
small text either. It isn’t necessary and will only create registration problems  
on press.

Mixing black with other process colors like magenta or cyan 
results in a richer black that will be either warm or cool 
respectively.

Process colors are transparent. Here “big” is printed in 
magenta only.

Make this background 100% black 
t0 avoid misgregistration when 
knocking out 10 point type.
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A. CMYK Ink Coverage
 1. CMYK is not printed at 100% per color 
    Total ink coverage is determined by the paper on which the ink is printed.  

But CMYK should never printed at 400% (100% each CMYK). 

 2. Coated paper
   Most of the coated paper you find in more expensive books that have many 

color images can take up to 340% ink coverage. 

 3. Uncoated paper
   Less expensive uncoated paper, like newsprint, absorbs ink and cannot 

accept as much ink as coated paper.  
Ink coverage for uncoated paper is in the range of 220–240%.

Four colors in my file should add 
up to 400% ink, right? Wrong!
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A. Designating a Varnish Plate
 1. Varnish adds depth to printed images and objects 
   Adding varnish to images or objects in print can really make a print job 

look great. This is called using a “spot varnish” because you are only var-
nishing certain objects or “spots.” 

 2. Designate a Varnish Plate with a Spot or Special Color
   Printing varnish is like printing a color. The printer must produce a sepa-

rate plate just for the varnish. In your digital design file designate a 
separate Pantone color plate for the varnish layer.

CMYK + a varnish plate

Color palette contains CMYK + 
Pantone Reflex Blue which will be 
the varnish plate.  
The varnish plate can be any color, 
but should be one that is not used 
elsewhere in the file.
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A. Bleeds and Crossovers
 1.What is a Bleed?
  The printing of a design over and beyond its trim marks.

 2. What is the typical value for bleeds?
  .125 inches or 9 points. The latter can be written as 0p9.

 3. What is a Crossover? 
  An image, object or text that is placed across a spread.

 4. What Problems can Crossovers Create? 
    Crossovers can result in printing problems unless the crossover occurs on 

the center spread of a publication. Because the center spread is printed 
on a single sheet of paper, the image or text that is the crossover will print 
evenly. Other spreads are printed on different sheets of paper. This means 
images or text on those spreads may not match in color or may result in 
misregistration once the sheets are cut and bound.

Crossovers pitfalls

Bleed line

Trim line
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A. Creep
  In saddle-stitch binding, creep refers to the inner sheets of inserted spreads 

or signatures sticking out further than the one it is enclosed in. The inside 
pages or signatures move away from the spine.  

Creep
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A. Halftone Rosette and Screen Angle
 1. Halftone Rosette
    When screens of cyan, magenta, and black are overlaid at their respective 

angles (105º, 75º, 45º) they can form a moiré pattern called a “rosette.” The 
rosette is the basis of four color images.

 2. Screen Angle
    Screen angles are set at 45 degree angles to one another to avoid creating 

distracting angles, which the human brain will perceive.

Properly set screen angles - 105, 75, and 45 degrees
1) Detail of screens creating a rosette.
2) Image where a moire from screen angles is visible,

When screen angles are not properly set, undesirable and distracting moiré patterns 
result. These two screens are set at (left) 5 degrees and (right) 10 degrees.

When screen angles are set further apart the moire is at its smallest. These two 
screens are set at 45 degrees apart.

1

2

http://the-print-guide.blogspot.com/search?q=rosette
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A. Moiré Pattern
 1. Moiré
    A moiré pattern is an artifact that occurs in the print reproduction process 

when any two, or more, repeating patterns overlap each other.

1)  A moiré is created when sensors in a scanner or digital camera harmon-
ically beat with a pattern in the object being documented.

2)  Moirés are also created when halftone dots in a printed image (top) 
harmonically beat with the a scanner’s sensors (bottom).

2

1
Original

Magazine image with a not-very-visi-
ble halftone pattern 

Same image after scanning

Scanned or photographed

http://the-print-guide.blogspot.com/search/label/Moire
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A. Preflight
 1. Preflight is the process of checking a file for print readiness
    There are many professional preflight software packages that prepress 

departments of print shops use to check a client’s file prior to making plates. 
If any problems are found with a file, the printer will contact the client and 
discuss the problem.

 2. InDesign Package Feature
    InDesign has a limited but useful preflight function called “Packaging.” This 

feature checks for correct color and font usage in a file. According to print-
ers, these are two of the most common problems with print files; that is, 
many people do not consistently convert their images to the CMYK color 
space or they don’t included all typefaces with a file.

The Package feature in InDesign shows this file uses 5 fonts and has 8 RGB 
images, 4 process inks and 1 spot ink! What a mess. The RGB images means 
this could not be professionally printed. 

The 1 spot ink is unexpected and could cause problems.  
Best to go back, convert RGB images to CMYK and clean out the unused 
swatches from the color palette.

The Package feature in InDesign 
also shows you the resolution of 
images. However, InDesign will  
not alert you if the resolution 
is too low. You must check this 
yourself.


